Dynamics of the Magnetic and Structural $\alpha$-$\varepsilon$ Phase Transition in Iron
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We have studied the high-pressure iron bcc to hcp phase transition by simultaneous x-ray magnetic circular dichroism and x-ray absorption spectroscopy with an x-ray energy dispersive spectrometer. The combination of the two techniques allows us to obtain simultaneously information on both the structure and the magnetic state of iron under pressure. The magnetic and structural transitions simultaneously observed are sharp. Both are of first order in agreement with the theoretical prediction. The pressure domain of the transition observed ($2.4 \pm 0.2$ GPa) is narrower than that usually cited in the literature (8 GPa). Our data indicate that the magnetic transition slightly precedes the structural one, suggesting that the origin of the instability of the bcc phase in iron with increasing pressure is to be attributed to the effect of pressure on magnetism as predicted by spin-polarized full-potential total energy calculations.
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The iron phase diagram has attracted considerable interest for a long time now. At the beginning the motivation was its central role in the behavior of alloys and steel [1]. Later its geophysical importance was emphasized, because of its predominant abundance in the Earth’s core [2,3]. The phase diagram of iron at extreme pressure and temperature conditions is still far from being established. Under the application of an external pressure, iron undergoes a transition at 13 GPa from the bcc $\alpha$ phase to the hcp $\varepsilon$ phase structure [4], with the loss of its ferromagnetic long range order [5]. In the literature the transition extends over 8 GPa at ambient temperature within which the bcc and hcp phases coexist [6]. In the pure hcp $\varepsilon$ phase, superconductivity appears close to the transition between 15 and 30 GPa [7,8].

The evolution with pressure of the magnetic and structural state across this transition is still a subject of active theoretical and experimental research. Considerable $ab$ $initio$ theoretical studies of this transition have been carried out [1,2,8–13]. The first order nature of the structural and magnetic transitions is well established as well as the nonferromagnetic state of the hcp phase. It is also clear that ferromagnetism of iron has a fundamental role for the ground state structure in the stabilization of the bcc phase with respect to hcp or fcc. Reference [9] for the first time predicts the driving role of magnetism in the $\alpha$-$\varepsilon$ phase transition. More recently, Ref. [10] presents a complete map of the transition path between the bcc and the hcp phases using a spin-polarized full-potential total energy calculation within the generalized-gradient method. It is found that the effect of pressure is essentially to broaden the $d$ bands and to decrease the density of states at the Fermi level below the stability limit for ferromagnetism given by the Stoner criterion. Therefore, the authors conclude that the $\alpha$-$\varepsilon$ phase transition is not primarily due to phonon softening but to the effect of pressure on the magnetism of iron. Recent calculations [14] based on a multiscale model containing a quantum-mechanics-based multiwell energy function proposes an initiation of the bcc-hcp phase transition primarily due to shear. During the transition a low-spin state is also suggested. At higher densities, an incommensurate spin-density-wave-ordered state is predicted in Ref. [15] for a small pressure range starting with the onset of the hcp phase, as for superconductivity.

Structural investigations have been reported using x-ray diffraction [16] and more recently extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [6]. The iron bcc-hcp phase transition is described as a martensitic transition with a slow variation of the relative bcc and hcp phases’ abundance. Reference [6] reports distorted bcc and hcp phases with anomalously large lattice constant (bcc) and $c/a$ ratio (hcp) when the relative amounts become small. These anomalies are attributed to interfacial strain between the bcc and the hcp phases. A transition model based on lattice shearing movements is proposed with a possible intermediate fcc structure.

Magnetic measurements are traditionally based on Mössbauer techniques [5,17–19] and, recently, on inelastic x-ray scattering [20]. The authors of Ref. [20] report on the variation of a satellite in the Fe $\rightarrow$ $K\beta$ fluorescence line, which shows that the magnetic moment of iron decreases over the same pressure range as the bcc to hcp transition, i.e., 8 GPa. These data agree with Mössbauer results [19], which indicate that the main part of the magnetic moment decrease occurs in the same pressure domain. Nevertheless, the lack of reproducibility of high-pressure conditions does not allow a precise correlation between the structural and the magnetic transition when measured separately. A recent study [21] reports measurements of phonon dispersion curves by inelastic neutron scattering of bcc iron under pressure up to 10 GPa over the entire stability range.
of the α phase. The authors find a surprisingly uniform pressure dependence of the α phase and a lack of any significant pretransitional change close to the bcc-hcp transition, concluding that this behavior confirms the driving role of the magnetism of iron into the transition.

In this Letter we report simultaneous x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) studies of the Fe bcc-hcp transition. The high sensitivity of XMCD allows us to follow the magnetic transition very precisely, and to correlate it to the local structure followed by XAS. We find a sharper transition domain for both the structural and the magnetic phase transitions and a small pressure gap between them. Our results highlight the close relationship between the structural transition and the decrease of the magnetic moment.

Polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy contains intrinsic structural, electronic, and magnetic probes. These are, respectively, EXAFS, x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), and XMCD. The first two are able to differentiate clearly the signature of bcc or hcp local symmetry, while the third is very sensitive to polarized magnetic moments’ variation. Thus, for each pressure point, we can obtain simultaneous information on both the magnetic and the structural properties of the system, i.e., on the same sample and in the same thermodynamic conditions. As a consequence, at each measurement there is no relative pressure incertitude. This is very important in the high-pressure domain where the reproducibility of high-pressure hydrostatic conditions is difficult to obtain.

XMCD and XAS were recorded at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility at the energy dispersive XAS beam line ID24 [22]. This station is designed to fulfill the requirements of detecting very small XMCD signals (down to ~10^-5) under pressure at the K edges of 3d transition metals [23]. The sample (Goodfellow high purity 4 μm thick iron foil) was inserted into the Cu-Be diamond anvil cell (DAC) and placed in a 0.4 T magnetic field parallel to the x-ray beam. Silicon oil was used as a pressure transmitting medium, and the pressure was measured with the ruby fluorescence technique [24]. Inherent to this pressure calibration technique, the absolute pressure incertitude is about 1 GPa, but the relative pressure incertitude between different pressure data points in the same run is 0.1 GPa. In this experiment, each XMCD spectrum was obtained by accumulating 200 XAS spectra with a change of direction of the applied magnetic field between two successive ones. By comparing the first and the last XAS spectra relative to one XMCD acquisition, it was possible to check the structural stability of the sample during the measurement. XMCD spectra were recorded from room pressure up to 22.4 ± 0.21 GPa. Several runs were carried out on freshly loaded samples, to check reproducibility.

Figure 1 compares the normalized Fe K-edge XAS (left panel) and XMCD (right panel) data of pure Fe foil at ambient conditions (bottom curves) to examples of spectra recorded within the DAC at different pressure values, between 10.0 ± 0.1 GPa and 22.4 ± 0.1 GPa, during a pressure increase ramp.

The energy range diffracted by the polychromator is limited to the XANES region and the first oscillations of the EXAFS domain. The XAS data show very clearly that both the electronic structure and the local structure around Fe are drastically modified above 14 GPa: the prepeak at

![FIG. 1. Fe K-edge XAS (left panel) and some examples of XMCD (right panel) as a function of pressure between the ambient pressure bcc phase and the high-pressure hcp phase. Continuous lines correspond to examples of spectra recorded simultaneously. The small glitches in the XAS at 7158 and 7171 eV in the high-pressure data are artifacts due to small defects of the polychromator crystal.](255503-2)
7116 eV becomes more resolved, the maximum of the absorption drifts towards higher energies (from 7132 to 7134 eV) and becomes less intense, and the frequency of the EXAFS oscillations is drastically reduced. The EXAFS signature of the different steps of the Fe bcc-hcp transition was already clearly identified by Wang and Ingalls [6], and our data are consistent with the structure reported.

The XMCD curves in the right panel correspond to the simultaneously obtained XAS spectra shown in continuous lines in the left panel. The amplitude of the ambient pressure XMCD signal obtained with the sample in the DAC (not shown) is equal to approximately 30% of its value measured outside the DAC due to the smaller applied magnetic field which cannot overcome the demagnetization factor of the probed iron foil.

In order to better identify the onset and the evolution with pressure of this phase transition, each pair of XAS and XMCD spectra are carefully analyzed as in the following: We performed the first derivative of the XAS spectra in the pressure range close to the transition region. The amplitude of the derivative signal changes drastically between the bcc phase and the hcp phase at $E = 7137$ eV, $E = 7205$ eV, and $E = 7220$ eV. At these energy points, we have the highest sensitivity to the bcc/hcp phase fraction (note that the phase fraction calculated at the three different energies is identical within the error bar). To quantify the amplitude of the XMCD signals, the absolute value of the background subtracted data are integrated in the energy range 7100–7122 eV. The magnetic/nonmagnetic phase fraction is then determined.

In Fig. 2 we plot (full squares) the evolution of the bcc/hcp phase fraction and of the magnetic/nonmagnetic phase fraction (full circles) as a function of pressure. The onset of the structural transition occurs at about $13.8 \pm 0.1$ GPa and is over at $16.2 \pm 0.1$ GPa. In Ref. [6], the transition started at a lower pressure and occurred in a larger pressure range with respect to that observed in the present work. This could be attributed to the different conditions of nonhydrostaticity within the cell, and underlines the difficulty of reproducing the same thermodynamic conditions in different experiments. The magnetic transition is, indeed, quite abrupt, occurring within a pressure range of $2.2 \pm 0.2$ GPa, with an onset at $13.5 \pm 0.1$ GPa. Our data show that between $13.5$ and $15.7 \pm 0.1$ GPa the XMCD is suddenly reduced to zero, within the error bars, indicating the disappearing of the room temperature ferromagnetic order of iron. The abrupt drop to zero of the iron magnetic moment when the bcc to hcp phase transition occurs proves the first order nature of the pressure induced magnetic transition, as predicted by Ekman et al. [10].

The narrower pressure transition domain for both the structural and the magnetic phase transitions found in the present work with respect to previous structural and magnetic studies [6,19,20] could be attributed to a lower pressure gradient within the probed region, directly correlated to the smaller sample volume probed by the x-ray beam. Our observations are in good agreement with the transition pattern given in Ref. [10] where theoretical calculations show that the bcc iron phase instability is not

FIG. 2. Evolution of the amplitude of the derivative of the XAS (full squares) compared to the reduction of the amplitude of the XMCD signal (full circles). The inset is a zoom of the transition region; the two lines are a linear fit of the XAS and XMCD data points in this pressure region.
primarily due to phonon softening but to the effect of pressure on the magnetism of iron. In this scenario, the effect of pressure is essentially to enhance the overlap of the atomic wave functions, which broadens the flat d bands and decreases the density of states at the Fermi level \( D(E_F) \) below the stability limit of the ferromagnetism given by the Stoner criterion. The bcc phase becomes thermodynamically unstable with respect to the hcp phase. The scenario of a magnetic driven transition is also confirmed by other experimental work on the phonon dispersion of the bcc iron up to 10 GPa [21].

Reference [10] predicts that the bcc phase retains very stable high-spin states with magnetic moments of approximately \( (2.0\pm 2.2) \mu_B \) even at very high pressure. It also predicts, for a specific transition path between the bcc and the hcp phases, the existence of a stable bcc phase with an intermediate magnetic moment of about \( 1 \mu_B \) and an intermediate structure between bcc and hcp. We can also note that in a previous EXAFS study of the \( \alpha-\varepsilon \) transition [6], an intermediate distorted bcc phase with an anomalously large lattice constant has been observed during the transition. Reference [6] also reports the possibility of an intermediate fcc structure. Our study suggests that the iron high-spin ferromagnetic state disappears before the complete transformation into hcp. This could also be due to the presence of magnetically dead layers at the interface between the bcc and the hcp phases or to the low-spin state with an order temperature smaller than room temperature. The importance in the bcc to the hcp phase transformation and at low temperature should provide fundamental information for a better understanding of the transition dynamics.

The observed absence of macroscopic magnetization above 15.7 GPa is in good agreement with the recent prediction of antiferromagnetic fluctuations for a small pressure range starting with the onset of the hcp phase [15], which is suggested as a possible origin of the superconductivity in epsilon iron.

We have measured XAS and XMCD of iron metal under pressure along the bcc to the hcp phase transition. The simultaneous measurement of element specific magnetic properties using XMCD and of element specific local structural and electronic properties using XAS has an enormous potential in correlating the magnetic, electronic, and structural degrees of freedom during phase transitions. For Fe at high pressure, we find that the local structure and the magnetic transition occur within \( 2.4 \pm 0.2 \) GPa and are much sharper than usually described in literature. This proves unambiguously the first order nature of the iron bcc to hcp transition. We also have evidence of a small pressure gap between magnetic transition and the structural one suggesting the driving role of magnetism during the transition.
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